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Construction and Validation of an Instrument
for Measuring Programming Skill
Gunnar R. Bergersen, Dag I. K. Sjøberg, Member, IEEE, and Tore Dybå, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Skilled workers are crucial to the success of software development. The current practice in research and industry
for assessing programming skills is mostly to use proxy variables of skill, such as education, experience, and multiple-choice
knowledge tests. There is as yet no valid and efficient way to measure programming skill. The aim of this research is to develop a
valid instrument that measures programming skill by inferring skill directly from the performance on programming tasks. Over two
days, 65 professional developers from eight countries solved 19 Java programming tasks. Based on the developers’ performance,
the Rasch measurement model was used to construct the instrument. The instrument was found to have satisfactory (internal)
psychometric properties and correlated with external variables in compliance with theoretical expectations. Such an instrument
has many implications for practice, for example, in job recruitment and project allocation.
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I NTRODUCTION

S

OFTWARE engineering folklore states that the skill
of programmers is crucial to the success of software projects [27], [42]. Consequently, being able to
measure skill would be of great interest in such
work as job recruitment, job training, project personnel allocation, and software experimentation. In such
contexts, an individual’s capacity for programming
performance is usually evaluated through inspection
of their education and experience on CVs and through
interviews. Sometimes standardized tests of intelligence, knowledge, and personality are also used. Even
though such methods may indicate an individual’s
level of skill, they do not measure skill per se.
Skill is one of three factors that directly affect the
performance of an individual [32]. The two other
factors are motivation and knowledge. Motivation is
the willingness to perform. An overview of studies
on motivation of software developers can be found
in [14]. Knowledge is the possession of facts about
how to perform. Much research on programming
knowledge can be found in the novice-expert literature of the 1980s [119], [127]. Other factors, such as
experience, education, and personality, also indirectly
affect individual performance through their influence
on motivation, knowledge, and skill [105], [126]. In
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contrast, we are interested in how skill can be measured directly from programming performance. Consequently, our research question is, to what extent is
it possible to construct a valid instrument for measuring
programming skill?
In accordance with the most commonly used definition of skill, from the field of psychology [62],
we define programming skill as the ability to use
one’s knowledge effectively and readily in execution
or performance of programming tasks. Consistent
with this definition, we constructed and validated
an instrument for measuring programming skill by
adhering to the principles given in [92], [95], [97]. The
implicit assumption was that the level of performance
a programmer can reliably show across many tasks
is a good indication of skill level. This approach
is also commonly used within research on expertise [53]. In the construction of the instrument, we
sampled 19 programming tasks of varying degrees of
difficulty, taken from prior experiments or developed
by ourselves. To determine the difficulty of the tasks,
we hired 65 developers from eight countries to solve
the tasks.
The construction and validation of the instrument
has not been reported before. However, the instrument has already been used to investigate whether
a psychological theory of cognitive abilities can be
applied to programmers [16] and to investigate how
skill moderates the benefit of software technologies
and methods [18]. It has also been used to select
programmers as research subjects in a multiple-case
study [115]. Moreover, the instrument is at present
used in commercial pilot setting to measure the skill of
employees and candidates from outsourcing vendors.
This research concerns an instrument for measuring
programming skill. However, the article may also
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guide the construction and validation of instruments
for measuring other aspects of software engineering.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical background
and fundamental concepts. Section 3 describes the
steps involved in the construction of the instrument.
Sections 4 and 5 describe, respectively, the internal
and external validation of the instrument. Section 6
discusses the answer to the research question, contributions to research, implications for practice, limitations, and future work. Section 7 concludes.

2

F UNDAMENTAL C ONCEPTS

This section describes the theory of skill, models
for measurement, operationalizations of performance,
and instrument validity. Fig. 1 shows how the fundamental concepts involved are related. The skill measure is indicated by the performance of an individual
on a set of tasks. Each task is thus an indicator [40],
which in turn is defined by a scoring rule that is
applied to the time and quality of task solutions (i.e.,
a “response” in the figure). The arrows show the
direction of reading and causality. The part of the
model with arrows pointing downwards constitutes
a reflective model. The part with arrows pointing upwards constitutes a formative model [50].
2.1

Fig. 1. The relations between variables of skill, task
performance, and time and quality

Theory of Skill

In this work, skill is considered as a specific type
of ability, albeit with some distinguishing features.
Generally, all human abilities are “defined in terms
of some kind of performance, or potential for performance” [33, p. 4]. “The term ability . . . may refer to measures of . . . an underlying latent variable,
which is presumed to be a continuous monotonic
increasing function of the observed measures of performance” [60, p. 122]. Thus, skill has—together with
concepts such as aptitude, achievement, capacity,
competence, expertise, and proficiency—a monotonic
relation to performance.
This positive relation is also an assumption in
research on expertise, where reliably superior performance on representative tasks is one of several
extended aspects of expertise [55]. According to
Ericsson, “[a]s long as experts are given representative
tasks that capture essential aspects of their expertise,
they can rely on existing skill and will exhibit the
same stable performance as they do in everyday
life” [52, p. 52].
Unlike some abilities, skill is a psychological variable that can be defined theoretically. Over 80 years
ago, Pear [96] recommended using the term for higher
levels of performance and then only in conjunction
with well-adjusted performance. According to Fitts
and Posner [62], the acquisition of skill consists of
three overlapping phases. During the initial, cognitive
phase, an individual uses controlled processing of

information to acquire facts on how to perform a task
successfully. This phase is sometimes referred to as the
knowledge acquisition phase, where declarative facts
(i.e., knowledge) “concerned with the properties of
objects, persons, events and their relationships” [102,
p. 88] are acquired. In the second, associative phase,
facts and performance components become interconnected and performance improves, with respect to
both number of errors and time. In the third, autonomous phase, tasks are accomplished fast and precisely with less need for cognitive control.
Although much of the earlier research on skill
was conducted on motor skills, Anderson and other
researchers devoted much attention to the research
on cognitive skills in general during the 1980s (e.g., [4])
and programming skills in particular (e.g., [5], [6], [111])
using Fitts and Postner’s [62] early work. Anderson [5] noted that the errors associated with solving
one set of programming problems was the best predictor of the number of errors on other programming
problems. We now examine how such insights can be
used in the development of a model for measuring
skill.
2.2

Model for Measurement

A model for measurement explicates how measurement
is conceptualized in a specific context [58], [91]. The
choice of a measurement model also exposes the
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assumptions that underlie one’s effort to measure
something [22].
It is common in software engineering to use the
term “measurement” according to Stevens’ broad definition from 1946: “the assignment of numerals to
objects or events according to rules” [120, p. 667]; see,
for example, the early paper by Curtis [41]. However,
Stevens’ definition of measurement is irreconcilable
with scientific measurement as defined in physics:
“Scientific measurement is . . . the estimation or discovery
of the ratio of some magnitude of a quantitative attribute to
a unit of the same attribute” [93, p. 358]. More generally,
Stevens’ definition is not universally accepted [97]
because even meaningless rules can yield measurements, according to this definition [21], also see [58].
A challenge is that Stevens’ definition is commonly
used in software engineering, while scholars [58], [59]
advocate that measurement in software engineering
should adhere to the scientific principles of measurement [79], [81]. This call for increased rigor was answered by calls for pragmatism; if the stricter definition of measurement was applied, it “would represent
a substantial hindrance to the progress of empirical
research in software engineering” [26, p. 61]. Consequently, the term “measurement” is used according to
varying levels of rigor in software engineering. At one
extreme, a researcher merely asserts that measurement
is achieved, or else the researcher is silent about this
issue altogether. At the other extreme, a researcher
may rigorously test whether a quantitative measure
has been obtained for a phenomenon, for example,
through testing whether the data conforms to the
requirements of additive conjoint measurement [87].
In this work, we chose the Rasch measurement
model, which resembles additive conjoint measurement, albeit from a probabilistic viewpoint [24]. Although this viewpoint is still being debated [83], the
use of probability is central to science in general [67]
and experimentation in particular [108]. Nevertheless,
for the present work, it suffices to point out that the
Rasch model allows more and better tests of whether
measurements are achieved according to a rigorous
definition of measurement.
2.3

Rasch Measurement Model

Many types of models are available to assess psychological abilities such as skill. These models often
present questions or tasks (called items) to an individual and then an estimate (preferably, a measure)
of an individual’s ability can be calculated from the
sum-score of the item responses. In item response
theory (IRT) models, estimates of item difficulty and
consistency of responses across people and items are
central.
The original Rasch model [101] is a type of IRT
model by which skill can be measured. The ability
of a person j is denoted βj , and the difficulty of an

item i is denoted δi . Xij is a random variable with
values 0 and 1 such that Xij = 1 if the response is
correct and Xij = 0 if the response is incorrect when
person j solves item i. The probability of a correct
response is:
P r (Xij = 1 | βj , δi ) =

eβj −δi
.
1 + eβj −δi

(1)

The Rasch model typically uses some form of maximum likelihood function when estimating β and δ.
The model uses an interval-logit scale as the unit of
measurement. A logit is the logarithmic transformation of the odds. Humphry and Andrich [70] discuss
the use of this unit of measurement in the context of
the Rasch model.
The original Rasch model is classified as a unidimensional model; that is, ability is measured along
only one dimension. Furthermore, the model is called
the dichotomous Rasch model because only two score
categories are available (e.g., incorrect and correct).
Andrich derived the polytomous Rasch model [7]
as a generalization of the dichotomous model. The
polytomous model permits multiple score categories
0, . . . , Mi , where Mi is the maximum score for an item
i. Each higher score category indicates a higher ability
(and therefore also an increased difficulty in solving
correctly), which enables evaluations of partially correct solutions. This is an attractive feature for our
work and we therefore used the polytomous Rasch
model.
A requirement of the polytomous, unidimensional
Rasch model is that score categories must be structured according to a Guttman-structured response
subspace [8]. For example, a response awarded a score
of “2” for an item i indicates that the requirements for
scores 0, 1, and 2 are met and that the requirements
for scores 3 to Mi are not met.
The Rasch model has been used in many large-scale
educational testing programmes, such as OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment [20].
The Rasch model has also been used to measure
programming ability in C [128], Lisp [98], and Pascal [122], and to explain software engineering practices that are based on CMM [44].
2.4

Operationalization of Performance

When inferring skill, only performance that is under
the complete control of the individual is of interest [32]. Performance may be evaluated with respect to
time and quality. A challenge in software engineering
is that software quality is not a unitary concept.
For example, McCall [89] lists 11 software quality
factors along with their expected relationships. Thus,
to answer which of two different solutions are of
higher quality, one must know which quality factors
should be optimized given the purpose of the task.
To illustrate, a calculator that supports division is
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TABLE 1
Addressing validity aspects recommended by the APA guidelines

of higher quality than one that does not. Further,
a solution that gracefully handles an exception for
division by zero is better than a solution that crashes
when such an exception occurs.
In addition to dealing with different levels of quality when evaluating performance, it is a challenge to
deal with the tradeoff between quality of the solution
and the time spent on implementing the solution.
Generally, for two solutions of equal quality, the solution that took the least time to implement denotes
higher performance. It is also trivial to classify an
incorrect solution that took a long time to implement
as lower performance than a correct solution that
took a short time. However, whether a high-quality
solution that took a long time to implement is of
higher performance than a low-quality solution that
took a short time is not a simple question. In general,
there are two main strategies for combining time and
quality to define performance [17]:
•

•

Time fixed, quality = performance: Use a brief time
limit and let subjects solve tasks in predetermined
incremental steps; the number of successful steps
within the time limit defines performance.
Quality fixed, negated time = performance: Use a
relaxed time limit with a high, expected chance of
a correct solution; the less time used, the higher
the performance.

A mix of the two main strategies is also possible.
In [17], we reanalyzed previously published experiments and combined time and quality as performance
using a Guttman structure. Higher scores on task
performance were first assigned according to the time
fixed description described above. Correct solutions
were additionally assigned higher scores according to
the quality fixed description given above.
In addition to tasks that require a single solution,
the Guttman structure can also be used for testlets,
that is, for tasks where solutions are solved in multiple
steps and where each step builds upon the previous
step. A core issue in this article is the extent to which
programming performance on a set of tasks that are
scored using a Guttman structure can be used to
measure programming skill using the Rasch model.

2.5

Instrument Validity

According to Shadish, Cook, and Campbell, the use of
measurement theory is one of several ways to make
generalized causal inferences: “[r]esearchers regularly
use a small number of items to represent more general
constructs that they think those items measure, and
their selection of those items is rarely random” [108,
p. 349]. Therefore, it is important to address when
and how performance on a combined set of programming tasks can be regarded as a valid measure of
programming skill. We use Borsboom, Mellenbergh,
and Van Heerden’s definition of validity: “[a] test is
valid for measuring an attribute if and only if (a)
the attribute exists and (b) variations in the attribute
causally produce variations in the outcomes of the
measurement procedure” [23, p. 1].
We distinguish validity from the process of evaluating validity, that is, validation [23]. According to
the American Psychology Association (APA), support
for or evidence against validity may be addressed
according to the aspects shown in Table 1 [2].
When multiple observations of task performance
are used as indicators of skill (Fig. 1), it is possible
to address what is shared across observations. After
the common variance for skill is extracted from the
task performance data, what remains is error variance
(Fig. 2). This error, or residual, variance can be divided
in two: Random error variance is noise, which should be
reduced to the largest possible extent, but does not in
itself invalidate a measure. However, systematic error

Fig. 2. Variance components (adapted from [103])
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TABLE 2
Activities of the construction phase

variance indicates systematic patterns in the variance
that are not a part of the intended measure.
According to Messick [91], systematic error variance is one of the two major threats to (construct)
validity. This threat occurs when something other than
the variable being measured systematically influences
observations in unintended ways; it is therefore called
construct-irrelevant variance.
The second major threat to validity is construct underrepresentation, which occurs when central aspects
of the thing being measured are not captured [92]. For
example, if only one type of programming task is represented in the instrument, mono-operation bias may
occur; that is, other categories of programming tasks
are not captured. Similarly, if only type of evaluation
of task quality is used (e.g., unit test cases), monomethod bias may occur; that is, other categories of
evaluation are not captured. Thus, even if the tasks
share a large proportion of common variance, they
may still not fully represent what one intends to
measure.
Reliability may be calculated in several ways [95],
but we will only focus on internal consistency reliability, of which Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (α) is
one instance where reliability is represented as the
average inter-correlations of tasks. As shown in Fig. 2,
internal consistency reliability comprises both common variance and systematic error variance. A high α
is therefore insufficient to conclude with respect to
validity, because the magnitude of the systematic error
variance is unknown.

3

I NSTRUMENT C ONSTRUCTION

The activities that we conducted to construct the
measurement instrument are shown in Table 2. Each

activity occurred chronologically according to the subsection structure.
3.1 Definition of Programming and Scope of Instrument
We define programming as the activites of writing
code from scratch, and modifying and debugging
code. In particular, the last two activities also code
comprehension as a central activity. Although other
life-cycle activities such as analysis, design, testing,
and deployment are important, programming is the
dominant activity of software development. In a study
of four software projects [3], the proportion of programming constituted 44 to 49 percent of all the
development activities, which is similar to what was
found in a survey of software developers conducted
at a programming-related forum (50%, n = 1490).1
Programming skill is related to performance on
programming tasks. The universe of tasks consists of
many dimensions, such as application domains, technologies, and programming languages. To increase
generalizability, we limited the scope of the instrument to tasks that belonged neither to any particular
application domain nor to any particular software
technology. However, we are not aware of how to
measure programming skill independent of a programming language. Therefore, we limited the scope
of our instrument to the widely used programming
language, Java.
3.2

Task Sampling and Construction

To obtain generalizable results, one would ideally use
random sampling of tasks [108]. However, there is no
such thing as a pool of all programming tasks that
1. www.aboutprogrammers.org
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have been conducted in the last, say, five years from
which we could randomly sample tasks.
Alternatively, one could construct or sample tasks
that varied across all relevant dimensions and characteristics. A programming task may have many characteristics, including the comprehensiveness and complexity of the task, the required quality of the solution,
and the processes, methods, and tools used to support
the fulfillment of the task. Additionally, characteristics
of the system on which the task is performed will
also affect the performance, for example, size and
complexity of the system, code quality, and accompanying artifacts (requirement specifications, design
documents, bug reports, configuration management
repositories, etc.). However, the number of possible
combinations of such characteristics is almost infinite [49]. Therefore, one has to use convenience sampling.
To help achieve generalizability into an industrial
programming setting, we purposively sampled typical
instances [108]. Thus, the set of tasks were selected or
constructed to capture a range of aspects of industrial
programming tasks to increase realism [112].
We also included some “toy tasks” to measure lowskilled subjects. Another purpose was to investigate
whether the use of such tasks yields the same measure
of skill as the one yielded by using industrial tasks.
See Kane et al. [74] for a discussion on the use of
tasks with various degrees of realism in educational
measurement.
More generally, whether tasks with different characteristics yield the same measure of skill, is an open
question. In our case, we varied task origin, lifecycle,
time limit, presence of subtasks, and evaluation type
to reduce their potential confounding effect as follows:
•

•
•

•

•

Task origin was varied across previous experiments (verbatim or modified), problems formulated in books, general programming problems,
or tailored new tasks (we paid two professionals
to develop new tasks).
Lifecycle was varied across write, maintain and
debug phases.
Time limit was varied across a mix of short
(∼10 minutes), medium (∼25 minutes), and long
tasks (∼45 minutes).
Subtasks, which require multiple submissions (i.e.,
testlet structure; see Section 3.3), were used for
some of the tasks.
Evaluation type was automatic, manual, or a combination of automatic and manual (e.g., automatic
regression and functional testing combined with
manual evaluations of code quality).

Table 7 in Appendix A summarizes all characteristics
of the 19 tasks that were sampled or constructed for
the instrument.

3.3

Scoring Rules for Tasks

The decision on how to combine time and quality into
a single variable of task performance for a specific task
is operationalized in terms of scoring rules [17]. Each
scoring rule is uniquely associated with a specific
task. An example of a scoring rule that we constructed is shown in Table 3. Three subtasks extend
the functionality of the Library Application described
in Table 7: add an e-mail field to “create new” book
lender (Subtask A), allow an entry for e-mail and
make it persistent (Subtask B), and update all other
dialogue boxes in the application correspondingly
(Subtask C). The three subtasks were to be implemented incrementally, where a correct solution for
Subtask B required a correct solution for Subtask A,
and a correct solution for Subtask C required correct
solutions for Subtasks A and B.
Quality was operationalized as correct (Q = 1) or
incorrect (Q = 0) implementation of each of the subtasks. Incorrect solutions for Subtask A (QA = 0) or
solutions submitted after the time limit of 38 minutes
(T38 = 0) received a score of “0”. Solutions submitted
within the time limit (T38 = 1) received a score of
“1” if only Subtask A was correct (QA = 1), “2” if
both Subtasks A and B were correct (QB = 1), and
“3” if Subtasks A, B, and C (QC = 1) were correct.
Additionally, if Subtasks A, B, and C were correct, the
score was “4” if time was below 31 minutes (T31 = 1)
and “5” if time was below 25 minutes (T25 = 1).
For most of the tasks, functional correctness was
the main quality attribute, which was evaluated automatically using test cases in JUnit and FitNesse. For
five of the tasks, the quality attributes were manually
evaluated to some extent. Examples of such attributes
were code readability, good use of object-oriented
principles, and redundancy of code. (See Table 7 for
more details.) A challenge with manual evaluation is
that it may be hard to perform consistently. Therefore, we refrained from using subjective evaluations
of quality, such as “poor” or “good.” Instead, we
used scoring rubrics where each score was uniquely
associated with a requirement that could be evaluated
consistently, for example, “is an abstract base class
used in X?” Using scoring rubrics this way helps
achieve objective assessments given that the rater
has sufficient knowledge in the area. In the example

TABLE 3
The scoring rule for the Library Application task
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above, the rater must know how to identify an abstract base class.
For all tasks, the time limits used were either based
on empirical data from earlier studies (see Table 7) or
results from pilot tests. Some strategies for deciding
on time limits in the scoring of performance are
provided in our previous work [17].
Each task description specified which quality focus
should be emphasized to help reduce potential confounding effects of having subjects working towards
different perceived goals. All the task descriptions
also stated that a solution was required to be correct,
or of acceptable quality, in order for a more quickly
submitted solution to be scored as being of higher
performance.
3.4

Subject Sampling

We contacted 19 companies in 12 countries with a
request to submit quotes for participation. We hired
65 developers from nine of the companies for two
full days. The companies were located in Belarus,
Czech Republic, Italy, Lithuania, Moldova, Norway,
Poland, and Russia. Company size was a mix of
small (less than 50 developers) and medium (less
than 250 developers). According to the categorization
by the companies themselves, there were 27 senior,
19 intermediate, and 19 junior developers. We requested a fixed hourly price for each developer and
paid each company additionally for six hours of
project management, including recruiting subjects and
setting up infrastructure. The total cost for hiring the
subjects was approximately 40,000 euros.
We requested that individuals volunteer to participate, be allowed to terminate the participation,
be proficient in English, and have experience with
programming in Java for the last six months. All the
subjects and companies were guaranteed anonymity
and none were given results. Therefore, no clear motivation for individual cheating or company selection
bias (e.g., by selecting the most skilled developers)
was present.
3.5

Data Collection

A support environment [12] for the experiment was
used to administer questionnaires, download task
descriptions and code, and upload solutions. Additionally, we developed a tool to run automatic and
semi-automatic test cases for quality and to apply
the scoring rules. A pilot test was conducted on the
task materials. All descriptions, tasks, and code were
written in English.
The subjects filled in questionnaires both before
beginning the programming tasks and upon completion. After solving an initial practice task, each subject
received the 19 tasks in an individually randomized order. The subjects used their regular integrated
development environment (IDE) to solve the tasks.

Those who finished all the tasks early were allowed
to leave, which ensured some time pressure [10], [11].
Without time pressure, it is difficult to distinguish
among the performance of the developers along the
time dimension.
To reduce the confounding effect of the subjects’
reading speed on their programming skill, they were
given 5 to 10 minutes to familiarize themselves
with the task description and documentation prior
to downloading code. The time used for the analysis
began when the code was downloaded and ended
when the solution was submitted.
3.6

Data Splitting

The true test of any model is not whether most of the
variance in the data can be accounted for but whether
the model fits equally well when new data becomes
available [61]. Overfitting occurs when adjustable
parameters of a model are tweaked to better account
for idiosyncrasies in the data that may not represent the population studied [36]. Because the ways
to combine time and quality variables into a single
performance variable are potentially infinite [17], a
concern was whether we would overfit the scoring
rules during instrument construction.
A common strategy to account for this problem is
to construct the model using one data set and subsequently use another data set to test hypotheses [43] or
other claims. Using generalizability theory [109], we
first investigated the magnitude of different sources
of variance for the experiment reported in [11]. This
analysis confirmed that variability between persons
and tasks was large, which was also reported in [45],
[100]. Therefore, we decided to use about two-thirds
of the available data (44 persons, 19 tasks) to construct
the instrument and the remaining one-third to check
for potential overfitting (21 persons, 19 tasks). We randomly sampled two-thirds of the developers within
each company for the instrument construction data
set. The remaining one-third of the data was saved
for (and not looked at before) the validation phase
(Section 4).
3.7 Determining the Criterion for Evaluating Scoring Rules
We measure skill from programming performance on
multiple tasks. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the polytomous Rasch model uses multiple score categories
for each task. The scores for each task (item) i are
determined as a function Xi on the set of individuals, that is, for an individual j, Xij = Xi (j). The
function rule for Xi is determined by the time used
to solve a specific task Ti and m quality variables
Qik , k = 1, . . . , mi that describe the task solution (see
Fig. 1). This rule is called a scoring rule for the item i:
Xi = scoringrulei (Ti , Qi1 , . . . , Qim ).

(2)
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Fig. 3. Constructing and adjusting scoring rules prior to instrument validation
To measure skill, one must determine both the
maximum allowed score and a sensible scoring rule
for each of the tasks. However, which criteria should
be used to make such a decision? In some situations,
external criteria may be used. For example, the parameters in a model for measuring skill in sales can
be adjusted according to the actual net sales (external
criterion) [32]. However, within most other fields, it is
difficult to obtain a suitable external criterion [95]. For
example, it is problematic to use a supervisor’s rating
of overall performance as the external criterion for the
job performance of individuals [31]. More generally,
the idea of using an “ultimate criterion” has also
been described as “an idea that has severely retarded
personnel research” [30, p. 713] and as “truly one of
the most serious mistakes ever made in the theory of
psychological measurement” [23, p. 1065].
Given the lack of a valid external criterion for determining programming skill, we used the fit of task
performance data to the Rasch measurement model
as an internal criterion to determine the maximum
number of score points for any task and to evaluate each scoring rule. Rasch analysis can determine
whether performance on each of the combinations of
available tasks and persons is mutually consistent. For
all n tasks, the question is whether the set of n−1 other
tasks are consistent with the current task. Each task
is thus evaluated analogously to Neurath’s bootstrap
process:
. . . in science we are like sailors who must
repair a rotting ship while it is afloat at
sea. We depend on the relative soundness
of all of the other planks while we replace
a particular weak one. Each of the planks
we now depend on we will in turn have
to replace. No one of them is a foundation,
nor a point of certainty, no one of them is
incorrigible [28, p. 43].
3.8 Constructing and Adjusting Scoring Rules
Using Rasch Analysis
Fig. 3 shows the steps involved in constructing and
adjusting scoring rules (cf. Neurath’s metaphor). In

Step 1, an initial set of scoring rules must be established using bootstrapping. This set serves as the basis
for the evaluation of subsequent rules. To identify the
initial set of scoring rules in our case, we used Tasks 8,
9, and 17 (Table 7), for which we already had extensive
programming performance data available [10], [11],
[77], [78], [80]. We had determined a set of scoring
rules based on this data for these three tasks [17],
which became the initial set of scoring rules in the
construction of the instrument.
In Step 2, scoring rules are adjusted relative to each
other so that the pattern of performance of available
tasks is consistent according to Rasch analysis. In
our case, we adjusted the scoring rules to achieve
good overall model fit, as indicated by Pearson’s chisquare test. We then had to check that each new
task increased measurement precision, that no task
displayed a misfit to the model, and that other model
fit indices were acceptable (see Section 4). A frequent
reason for misfit was too few or too many score
categories for a task (i.e., parameter Mi in Equation 2). Space limitations prevent us from describing
the details of the analyses we performed using the
Rumm2020 software [9]. (See, for example, [20], [129],
[130] for an introduction to Rasch analysis.)
In Step 3, the current model (i.e., the minimally
“floating ship”) is built upon by including one additional task at a time. Each new task, with its corresponding scoring rule, has to yield consistent empirical results with the current model, similar to Step 2. If
an acceptable fit to the current model can be obtained
for the new task, it is imported into the current model,
and Step 2 is repeated. Otherwise, the task is deleted.
The process is repeated until no more tasks are
available. In our case, the two tasks that involved
concurrent programming (Tasks 18 and 19) were excluded because we could not identify well-fitting
scoring rules, leaving 17 tasks with acceptable model
fit for the construction data set. The two excluded
tasks were originally included to contrast measures
of programming skill based on tasks that involved
concurrent programming with tasks that did not involve concurrent programming. However, a problem
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TABLE 4
Activities of the internal validation phase

we encountered was that the two concurrent tasks
were both difficult to solve and difficult to score
consistently. With only two tasks constituting a single
sub dimension, it is difficult to know whether they
could not be integrated into the instrument due to
problems arising from the difficulty of the tasks, or
problems with the scoring rules or task descriptions.
Therefore, at present, the relation between concurrent
programming and the existing tasks of the instrument
should be considered an unanswered question.

4

I NTERNAL I NSTRUMENT VALIDATION

We investigate aspects that may indicate a lack of instrument validity according to the activities in Table 4.
4.1

Test for Overfitting

We investigate whether a model based on the task performance scores of one group of subjects fits equally
well the performance scores of another group of
subjects. The instrument was constructed using data
from 44 subjects. Another set of data from 21 subjects
was used for validation. If there were no overfitting
of the scoring rules created on the basis of the task
performance of the subjects in the construction data
set, the task performance scores of the validation subjects would fit the Rasch model equally well. Tasks for
which there are differences between the two groups
of subjects should be removed from the instrument to
reduce the risk of model overfitting.
First, we verified that the two sets of subjects had
similar programming skill as measured by the instrument: only negligible differences in mean skill (∆β =
0.02 logits) and distribution (∆SDβ = 0.10 logits)
were found. This indicates that the random allocation
of subjects to the two data sets was successful.
Second, a differential item functioning (DIF) analysis [95] was performed to investigate measurement
bias. Task 17 (see Table 7) showed statistically significant DIF for the two data sets. By removing this task,
the overall model fit was significantly better (∆χ2 =

5.42, ∆df = 1, p = 0.02), as indicated by a test of
nested model differences [86]. Consequently, the task
was removed from the instrument.
Third, Task 13, the “Hello World” task, also contributed negatively to model fit. In the debriefing
session after data had been collected, several subjects
expressed confusion about why this task had been
included. Even highly skilled individuals used up
to 10 minutes to understand what “the trick” was
with this task. It was therefore removed from the
instrument, thereby leaving 15 tasks to be validated.
We have now removed all the tasks that either
indicated overfitting during the construction process
(Section 3) or contained other problems that we became aware of when we compared model fit for the
construction and validation data sets. To increase statistical power in the subsequent validation activities,
we joined the two datasets.
4.2

Test of Unidimensionality

Many different processes and factors are usually involved when an individual performs a task. From
the perspective of the Rasch measurement model,
unidimensionality refers to whether it may still be
sufficient to only use one variable, programming skill,
for each individual to account for all non-random
error variance in the performance data (see Fig. 2).
It is a challenge to decide on an operational test
for determining unidimensionality. In the physical sciences, two valid rulers must yield the same measure
of length within the standard error of measurement.
In contrast, the large standard errors of measurement
associated with single tasks makes it implacable to use
this approach. A solution is therefore to first combine
tasks into subsets of tasks to reduce the standard error
(by increasing the common variance in Fig. 2), and
then evaluate whether the subsets of tasks measure
the same (i.e., are unidimensional). However, how
does one determine the allocation of tasks into the
distinct subsets?
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Smith [118] proposed a test that uses principal
component analysis (PCA) on item residuals (here:
task residuals) to determine the two sets of subtasks
that will yield the most different estimates of ability.
A task residual is the difference between the actual
(observed) and expected task performance score. For
example, an individual may score “2” on one task,
whereas the expected score from the Rasch model
would be “2.34” based on the individuals performance on the other tasks. Smith’s test is based on
each task’s loading on the first residual principal
component. In terms of unexplained variance, all the
tasks that explain the largest part of the residual
variance in one direction comprise one subset used
to measure skill; all the tasks that explain the largest
part in the opposite direction comprise the contrasting
subset to measure skill. If the difference between the
two measures of skill deviates significantly from what
one would expect from a normal distribution, the test
is not unidimensional.
The result of Smith’s test for the 15 tasks showed
that the instrument was not unidimensional. The correlations between the task residuals indicated that the
three debugging tasks (Tasks 14–16 in Table 7) contributed negatively to instrument unidimensionality.
By removing these three tasks, Smith’s test indicated
acceptable unidimensionality (p = 0.046, low 95%
CI = 0.00). The visual representation of this result is
included as supplementary material to be available at
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
Even though unidimensionality was acceptable, the
tasks loading on the first residual principal component revealed that this component contained some
systematic error variance. The most different estimates of skill by the two subsets were obtained
by assigning six relatively easy tasks (“Easy”) and
six relatively difficult tasks (“Difficult”) to the two
subsets. This indicates that a slight difficulty factor
is the source of the systematic error variance. The
two subsets of tasks are indicated in Table 8 in Appendix B, which reports the performance scores of all
65 subjects.

4.3

Test of Task Model Fit

In Section 4.1, we used overall model fit to determine
which tasks to remove. In this section, we inspect
that part of overall model fit which relates to tasks
and their residuals. Similar to the two types of error
variance, residuals can display systematic patterns or
be random noise. Ideally, there should be no systematic patterns, and the residuals should approximate a
random normal distribution [117]. We now describe
three standard Rasch analyses of the residuals.
First, if the residuals for two tasks are both random noise, they should not covary. By convention in

the Rasch community,2 correlations larger than ±0.3
may be problematic. For the 66 correlations investigated (those below the diagonal of the 12 × 12 correlation matrix of tasks) we found only four correlations
outside the acceptable region. We investigated the
corresponding tasks and found no substantive reason
for the residual correlations. We also ran five simulations with data simulated to perfectly fit the model
and found a similar low frequency of unacceptable
correlations for all 65 persons and 12 tasks. Therefore,
we did not regard residual correlations as a major
threat for the instrument.
Second, to detect whether residual variance was
shared between tasks, we analyzed the residuals using
PCA. For the 12 tasks, 12 factors were extracted using
Varimax rotation (unlike Smith’s test, which uses a
solution where all the factors are orthogonal to each
other). For all the tasks, we found that the residual
variance loaded above ±0.91 on one, and only one,
factor and that no task loaded higher than ±0.31 upon
factors that were unique to other tasks. Consequently,
the residual variance was mostly unique for each
task, which in turn indicated independence among the
tasks.
Third, we investigated the extent to which there
was a match between the expected performance (according to the Rasch model) on a task given a certain
skill level and the actual performance of an individual
(or group) with this skill level. The Rasch model
calculates estimates of person skill and task difficulty using the available task performance data (see
Table 8). Based on the estimated task difficulty, the
expected task performance score for any skill level
can be calculated (e.g., if β = δ = 1 in Equation 1, the
expected task performance score is 0.50).
The actual performance on a task is calculated
using individuals that are divided into two (or more)
groups based on their skill level as calculated on the
basis of their performance on all the other tasks. The
mean task performance of such groups, for example,
below-average versus above-average skill, are then
contrasted with what is expected from the Rasch
model given the same skill levels as those of the two
groups, respectively.
A task residual is the difference between the expected and actual performance of all subjects on a
specific task. Using Rumm2020, positive task residuals
indicate under-discrimination; that is, below-average
skill subjects perform better than expected and aboveaverage skilled subjects perform worse than expected.
Negative task residuals indicate over-discrimination,
which is the reverse of under-discrimination. Fig. 4
shows the standardized task residual and the estimated difficulty for all the tasks. The size of the bubbles indicates the standard error of measurement of
2. Online resources, such as www.rasch.org, can provide insight
of such conventions and how they are applied. Nevertheless, many
conventions lack a documented rationale.
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Fig. 4. Task fit to the model

Fig. 5. Person fit to the model

each estimate. By convention in the Rasch community,
task residuals between −2.0 and 2.0 are acceptable
(i.e., ±2 SD or roughly a 95% confidence interval) and
all the task residuals had acceptable, non-significant
values. Overall, this indicates a reasonable match
between the expected and actual performance on the
tasks.

solved the tasks. Fig. 6 shows a box plot of the skilltask residuals (actual minus expected performance for
each task for each individual) according to task order;
that is, the first box plot shows the distribution of the
first task solved by the subjects, the second box plot
shows the second task, etc.3
The subjects received the tasks in individual randomized order (Section 3.5). Therefore, if a systematic
learning effect [108] or other improvements in performance [52] were present, negative skill-task residuals

Test of Person Model Fit

Similar to task model fit, the analysis of person model
fit also involves the inspection of standardized residuals. The Rasch model assumes that people perform
according to a normal distribution around their true
level of skill (i.e., some randomness is assumed).
Using Rumm2020, negative person residuals (here:
skill residuals) indicate too little variation in the performance scores, whereas positive skill residuals indicate
too much variation [20].
Fig. 5 shows that the individual’s response pattern
in general fits the model; 5 of the 65 subjects have
unacceptable skill residuals, which is close to the
proportion of acceptable values by chance (3.25 persons) given the sample size. The bubble size indicates
the standard error of measurement for the skill estimate of each individual. Less skilled individuals have
higher standard errors of measurement than the more
skilled ones, because the measurement precision of
the Rasch model is not uniform; it is the smallest
when the difficulty of items matches the ability of
the subjects [51]. Fig. 5 also shows that, on average,
less skilled subjects are also more associated with
negative residuals than more skilled subjects who, to
some extent, are more associated with positive skill
residuals. An explanation is that it is more likely
that a highly skilled person completely fails a task
by accident than a lower-skilled person achieves the
highest possible score by accident (see [88] generally).
Another concern is whether the subjects increased
their performance throughout the two days they

3. There are 19 locations for task order because 19 tasks were
originally given to the subjects, even though seven tasks were
removed later.

5.0

Stdandardized skill-task residuals

4.4

Better performance than expected

2.5

.0

-2.5

-5.0

Worse performance than expected
1st 3rd 5th 7th 9th 11th 13th 15th 17th 19th
2nd 4th 6th 8th 10th 12th 14th 16th 18th

Task order
Fig. 6. Skill-task residuals depending on task order
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TABLE 5
Descriptive statistics for Java skill and external variables

would be overrepresented during the first tasks, and
positive skill-task residuals would be overrepresented
during the final tasks. There is a slight tendency
toward more negative skill-task residuals during the
first three tasks, which may be due to a few negative
outliers and no positive outliers. A plausible explanation for the negative outliers is that developers are
more likely to make mistakes when they are new to
the programming environment.
Still, this effect appears to be small. When comparing these results with simulated data, the effect size of
this “warm-up” was estimated to be 0.5 logits, at maximum, which translates to an odds ratio of e0.5 = 1.65.
A standardized effect size is a scale-free estimate that
enables relative comparisons of effect size estimates
based on different representations (e.g., correlation,
mean differences, and odds). By using a formula [38]
for converting logits into a standardized effect size
combined with software engineering conventions for
“small”, “medium”, and “large” effect sizes [72], the
warm-up effect can be classified as a small effect size.
4.5

Psychometric Properties of the Instrument

The internal consistency reliability (Section 2.2) of the
instrument was calculated using the person separation index (PSI) [121]. PSI expresses the ratio of the
“true” variance to the observed variance and can
be calculated even with missing data. PSI was 0.86.
Cronbach’s α was 0.85 for the subjects that had no
missing data for tasks (n = 61). Values for α above
0.70 are usually considered as sufficient for use [106].
The targeting of an instrument expresses to what

extent there is a good match between the difficulty
of the tasks and the skill of the developers who were
used to construct the instrument. The targeting can
be inspected by comparing the distribution of the task
difficulty with that of skill. The mean task difficulty is
set at 0 logits by Rumm2020. The standard deviation
was 1.12 logits. In contrast, the mean skill of the
subjects was −0.83 logits with a standard deviation
of 1.30 logits, which is much larger than that found
in a study of students (SD = 0.65 logits) [122]. That
the mean skill of the subjects is lower than the mean
difficulty of the tasks implies that the tasks at present
are too difficult for a low-skilled developer. Therefore,
the existing tasks of the instrument are at present best
suited to measure skill for medium to highly skilled
subjects.

5

E XTERNAL I NSTRUMENT VALIDATION

Section 4 showed that the instrument has desirable internal psychometric properties. This section compares
and contrasts programming skill, as measured by the
instrument, with variables external to the instrument.
5.1 Correlations Between Programming Skill and
External Variables
Convergent validity is that variables that from theory
are meant to assess the same construct, should correlate in practice [29]. Conversely, divergent validity is
that variables that, in theory, are not meant to assess
the same construct, should not correlate in practice.
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TABLE 6
Cross correlations between Java skill and external variables

𝜌

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics for skill and
the external variables that we investigated.4 Our main
concept, programming skill, was operationalized in
the instrument using Java as the programming language; the variable is denoted javaSkill. The operationalization of the other, external variables is either
described throughout this section or is apparent from
the questionnaires to be available as supplementary
material at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. The four experience variables and lines of code use ratio scale.
JavaSkill use interval scale. The remaining variables of
the table are all ordinal scale. The operationalization
of each variable is either described throughout this
section or included as supplementary material to be
available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
Table 6 shows the Spearman correlation ρ between
javaSkill and the external variables, sorted in descending order. For variables where no theory or prior
research has established in what direction the correlations with skill should go, we used two-tailed tests
of significance. For the other variables, we used onetailed tests because the variables were investigated in
a confirmatory manner.
A commercially available test of Java knowledge
(javaKnowledge) was purchased from an international
test vendor for $ 7,000 and administered to 60 of
the 65 developers 1 to 4 months after they solved
the programming tasks. From this test, we sampled
30 multiple-choice questions that covered the same
domain as the tasks used in the skill instrument.
Table 6 shows that javaKnowledge was the variable
with the highest correlation with javaSkill. Because
4. Researchers interested in obtaining the raw data or using the
instrument may contact the first author. Agreements adhering to
the protocol described in Basili et al. [13] will be required.

knowledge and skill should be close to unity for
developers currently learning how to program, but
should diverge as skill evolves through the second
and third phase of skill acquisition (Section 2.1), we
split the individuals into two groups. For those with
javaSkill below the mean (see Table 5), javaKnowledge
and javaSkill were highly correlated (ρ = 0.52, p =
0.003, n = 30). For those with javaSkill above the
mean, there was no correlation (ρ = 0.002, p = 0.990,
n = 30). Thus, the relation between programming
skill and knowledge was best represented using a
cubic trend line, as shown in Fig. 7. Overall, this
result is consistent with theoretical expectations and
implies that the instrument captures something other
than javaKnowledge as operationalized by the multiplechoice test, thus demonstrating convergent and divergent validity for the two groups, respectively.
Working memory is a system of the human brain
that temporarily stores and manages information.
In general, working memory capacity is central to
theories of skill acquisition [4], [35]. In particular,
working memory has been found to predict technical
skill acquisition [82] and programming skill acquisition to a large extent [111]. In our study, three tests
of working memory were acquired from Unsworth
et al. [123]. In the tests, the developers were required to memorize letters or locations while being
distracted by math (Ospan), symmetry (Sspan), or
English reading (Rspan) questions [123]. The tests
were administered to 29 of the developers using the
E-prime software (workingMemory). The reason for the
low N for this variable is that the software was not
available for the first half of the companies visited.
Furthermore, the software crashed for two of the
developers, which reduced N to 27. Table 6 shows
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that workingMemory was significantly and positively
correlated with javaSkill, as expected. The distribution
of workingMemory was similar to that of the US student population reported by Unsworth et al. [124].
In this study, experience was represented using
four variables. Total Java experience (javaExperience)
is the amount of time for which an individual has
been programming in Java. Recent Java experience
(recentJavaExperience) is the amount of time for which
an individual has been programming in Java consecutively up until present. Both variables correlated significantly with javaSkill. Recent practice is
not commonly included as a variable in software
engineering experiments, but it should nevertheless
be central to performance because skills decrease
over time when they are not practiced. Table 6 also
shows a small correlation of 0.15 between javaSkill
and general programming experience (programmingExperience), which may include exposure to languages
other than Java.This is consistent with the correlations
between programming experience and performance
found in two other large datasets, 0.11 and 0.05,
respectively [17]. General work experience (workExperience), which may not involve programming, had
only 0.09 correlation with javaSkill. Consequently, the
order of the correlations for these four experience
variables with javaSkill is consistent with their closeness to Java programming. Because javaExperience
and recentJavaExperience are specializations of programmingExperience, which in turn is a specialization of
workExperience, not obtaining this order of correlations
would have indicated validity problems.
Lines of code (LOC) written in Java (javaLOC),
which is another experience-related variable, was also
significantly correlated with javaSkill (ρ = 0.29). This
result is consistent with the correlations between LOC
and programming performance found for two other
large datasets, 0.29 and 0.34, respectively [17].
30

Java knowledge
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Fig. 7. The relation between Java skill and knowledge

Among the self-reported variables in Table 6, Java
expertise (javaExpertise), which uses a 5-point Likert
scale from “novice” = 1 to “expert” = 5 (see Table 5),
had the highest, significant correlation of 0.46 with
javaSkill. This is similar to the correlation reported
in [1] between self estimates and objective measures
for math (r = 0.50) and spatial abilities (r = 0.52).
General programming expertise (programmingExpertise), which in this context is non-Java specific, was
also self-reported and used the same scale as did
javaExpertise. The correlation between programmingExpertise and javaSkill was 0.36. This indicates that the
two correlations were also well ordered with respect
to their closeness to Java programming, similarly as
for the four experience variables.
The mean within-company correlation between
javaExpertise and javaSkill was 0.67 (range 0.36–1.00,
n = 9). This indicates that comparative self-rating of
expertise is better than absolute ratings, which is consistent with people’s ability to judge in comparative
versus absolute terms in general [95].
We also administered a questionnaire, published
in [37], for rating the behavior of information technology personnel within the three dimensions of technical skills (technicalSkills), people skills (peopleSkills),
and managerial skills (managerialSkills). This questionnaire has previously been used by managers to
rate employees, but we adapted the questions to
be applicable in ratings of self. Table 6 shows that
only technicalSkills was significantly correlated with
javaSkill.
An individual’s motivation to spend as much effort
and energy during the study was self-reported using
a 10-point Likert scale (motivation). Table 6 shows an
insignificant, low correlation between motivation and
javaSkill (0.05). A strong positive correlation would
have been detrimental to validity because this would
have indicated that motivation is confounded with
the measure of skill. Nevertheless, those with high
skill are still more adversely affected by low motivation [75] because an individual with high skill and
low motivation would be measured at low skill (i.e.,
a large difference), whereas an individual with low
skill and low motivation would still be measured at
low skill (i.e., a small difference). Therefore, motivation continues to be a confounding factor in javaSkill,
although this limitation is not unique to us because
most empirical research is based on the assumption
of cooperative subjects.
Finally, the subjects were asked about the extent
to which they learned new things while solving the
19 tasks (learnedNewThings). Table 6 shows a statistically significant negative correlation between learnedNewThings and javaSkill. This demonstrates divergent
validity, because people with high skill will likely not
learn new things when carrying out well-practiced
behavior.
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5.2

Predictor

Predicting Programming Performance

Predictive validity is traditionally regarded as an integral part of instrument validation [95]. We investigated how well the instrument predicted programming performance on a set of tasks compared with
alternative predictors, such as the external variables
reported in the previous section. To reduce bias in
the comparison, the tasks of that being predicted
must be independent from the instrument. For convenience, we used the performance data from four
of the seven tasks that were removed from the instrument (Tasks 14–17 in Table 7). The tasks were
selected because they were easy to score with respect
to correctness and the subjects’ solutions varied in
both quality and in time (a variable that contain no
variance cannot be predicted). The remaining three
tasks either had little variance to be predicted (Task 13
“Hello World”) or would have required scoring rules
to be available (Tasks 18 and 19 both used subtasks
with quality attributes that varied in multiple dimensions).
One may question why tasks that were previously
excluded from the instrument can be used in the
validation process. As we have described, there are
strict requirements for a task to be included in an
instrument for measuring programming skill. Prediction, on the other hand, only requires that solving
the task should involve some degree of programming
skill.
Fig. 8 shows the correlation between the investigated predictors and task performance with respect
to correctness and time on the four tasks, yielding a
total of eight correlations (circles) for each predictor.
Correctness was analyzed using point-biserial correlation and time for correct solutions was analyzed
using Spearman’s ρ. The vertical lines divide between
small (S), medium (M), and large (L) correlations according to the guidelines stated in [73]. The trend line
shows the mean of the correlations for each predictor
and confirms that instrument (i.e., javaSkill) was the
best predictor, ahead of javaKnowledge.
Fig. 8 also shows that the correlation between
task performance and the four experience variables
was small. A similar result was also found in an
early study of programming productivity across three
organizations [71]. That study found no association
between performance and experience for two of the
organizations, which employed developers with one
to nine years of programming experience. However,
in the third organization, which consisted of developers with only one to three years of experience,
performance and experience were related. Based on
these findings the authors conjectured that either
developers “learn their craft in a year and from
thereon additional experience makes little difference
[or] large individual differences in programming skill
[exist] but these are not related to number of years
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Java experience
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Technical skills
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Learned new things
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Correlation with
performance
Fig. 8. Java skill and alternative predictors of task
performance
of experience” [71, p. 376]. We found a similar result
(not shown): The correlation between experience and
skill was largest during the first year of experience,
but then gradually diminished and disappeared completely after about four years. That these two variables
display an increasing but deaccelerating relationship
is expected from the log-log law of practice [94], as
well as research on expertise [54].

6

D ISCUSSION

This section discusses the answer to the research
question, contributions to research, implications for
practice, limitations, and future work.
6.1

Measuring Programming Skill

Our research question was “to what extent is it possible to construct a valid instrument for measuring
programming skill?” We now discuss the validity of
the instrument according to the aspects of Table 1.
Task content regards the extent to which the 12 tasks
of the final instrument adequately represent the scope
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we defined in Section 3.1. Only a few of the tasks
required the developer to optimize software quality
aspects other than functional correctness. For example, many of the quality aspects in ISO 2196/25010
are underrepresented. We focused on functional correctness because it is a prerequisite for the other
quality aspects. For example, it is difficult to evaluate
the efficiency of two task solutions if they are not
functionally equivalent.
Nevertheless, the tasks combined are more comprehensive than in most experiments on programmers.
Both sample size and study duration are large compared with experiments in software engineering in
general [114]. Compared with [122] and [128], who
also used the Rasch model to study “programming
ability”, our tasks are also more realistic—but also
time consuming—in the sense that developers must
submit code as their solution. Furthermore, our tasks
were structured around a programming problem that
may involve many programming concepts simultaneously, whereas [122] and [128] focused on “narrow”
problems, where one programming concept is evaluated per question. Thus, answering the question of
whether the tasks as a whole span the dimension that
one is trying to measure is difficult. One may argue
that adding yet another task (ad infinitum) would
better span the dimension one is aiming to measure.
There is no stop criterion; the choice of when to stop
is subjective. The universe of potential programming
tasks is infinite [49].
Response process concerns whether the mental processes involved when solving the tasks are representative of programming skill. The processes involved
during software development are clearly more demanding than selecting (or guessing) the correct answer to a short programming problem in multiplechoice questions, such as in [122]. The open response
format (e.g., used in [128]) alleviates this problem,
but we regard questions such as “What kind of data
structure can be stored with this definition?” as akin to
assessing programming knowledge. In contrast, many
of the tasks were selected or constructed to capture
a range of aspects of industrial programming tasks.
For example, the tasks were solved in the developers’
regular programming environment, and many of the
tasks contained code that was too extensive to understand in full. This increased the likelihood that the
developers used response processes similar to those
that they use in their daily work.
The internal structure of the data concerns the dimensionality and reliability of the measure of programming skill (Section 4). Fundamental to statements such as “developer A is more/less skilled than
developer B” is the assumption that one dimension
exists along which one can be more or less skilled.
Although programming has many facets, we found
that programming skill could be represented as a
unidimensional, interval-scale variable for the major-

ity of the programming tasks we investigated. That
performance on different programming problems may
essentially be regarded as a single dimension was also
found in a study of students in a C++ course [65]. This
indicates that programming skill accounts for the major proportion of the large differences observed in programming performance (i.e., the “common variance”
in Fig. 2) reported elsewhere [41], [45], [66], [100].
However, there may be other explanations. Therefore,
we investigated other potential sources of constructirrelevant variance, but found only a slight warmup and task-difficulty effect. Furthermore, the ratio
of random error variance to common variance plus
systematic error variance (i.e., internal consistency
reliability) was found to be satisfactory. Compared
with [122], who used factor analysis to investigate
unidimensionality, the eigenvalue of our first factor
was larger (4.76) than the eigenvalue of their first
factor (2.81). This implies a greater proportion of
common variance to error variance in our study.
Programming skill, as measured by the instrument,
correlated with external variables in accordance with
theoretical expectations. More specifically, as shown
in Section 5.1, programming skill and programming
knowledge appeared to be strongly related for low to
medium skill levels, whereas they were unrelated for
medium to high skill levels. We also found that experience and expertise variables were both well ordered
with respect to their closeness to Java programming.
Convergent validity was found for variables such as
developer category, lines of code, and technical skills,
where divergent validity was present for managerial
and people skills, as well as motivation. Moreover, as
we have previously reported [16], we found that five
of the variables in Table 5 display a pattern in the correlations that is consistent with Cattell’s investment
theory, see [34]. This psychological theory describes
how the effect of intelligence (in our context, working
memory) and experience on skill is mediated through
knowledge. Previous work by Anderson [5] showed
that the best predictor of programming errors on
tasks was the amount of error on other programming
problems. Similarly, we showed in Section 5.2 that
performance on a set of programming tasks was best
predicted by performance on another set of programming tasks, that is, the instrument.
The APA [2] also regards validity generalization as
related to “correlations with other variables.” From
an analytical perspective, the generalizability of the
instrument is based on its connection to theory about
essential features [85], in which the concept of transfer [60] is central when generalizing between instrument and industry tasks. For example, Anderson et al.
used a software-based tutor that trained students in
500 productions (i.e., “if-then” rules) that comprise the
components of programing skill in LISP. They found
a “transfer from other programming experience to the
extent that this programming experience involves the
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same productions” [6, p. 467]. Thus, when a programming language such as C# is semantically similar to
Java on many accounts, one would expect that skill
in either language would transfer to a large extent
to the other language. We believe that the principle
of transfer also informs the generalizability of tasks
of the instrument, because these tasks involve many
concepts central to programming that are also present
in real-world tasks.
Concerning the generalizability across populations,
one would ideally randomly sample from the world’s
population of professional developers. In practice,
this is impossible. However, we managed to sample
professional developers from multiple countries and
companies. The extent to which the results generalize
to other populations of professionals (e.g., different
countries or types of companies) is an empirical question that must be addressed in follow-up studies.
Overall, our investigation of validity indicates that
our instrument is a valid measure of programming
skill, even though a single study cannot answer this
conclusively. This inability to make conclusions is
similar to the challenge of confirming a theory. A
theory cannot be proved. Instead, it is only strengthened by its ability to escape genuine attempts at
falsification [99].
6.2 Contributions to Research
Theory-driven investigations are rare in empirical
software engineering [69], even though theory is often required to interpret and test results [99], [108].
In [113], we described how theories can enter software engineering: unmodified, adapted, or built from
scratch. We applied an unmodified version of the
theory of skill and interpreted and tested expectations
from this theory “as is”, using professional software
developers (most other researchers use students). We
also applied the Rasch model, which can be regarded
as a non-substantive theory of how item difficulty
and person abilities interact, without modification.
However, to use programming performance data as
input to the Rasch model, we adapted the scoring
principles described in [68] to account for the timequality problems when scoring performance on programming tasks [17].
Scoring rules are rarely justified or evaluated.
In [46], we justified, but did not evaluate, the use
of a five-point Likert scale for each indicator of key
factors of success in software process improvement.
In contrast, through the use of the Rasch model, we
have shown in this article how to evaluate the number
of score points and the scoring rule for each indicator.
We demonstrated methods for internal validation
through tests of overfitting, unidimensionality, and
person and task fit to the measurement model. For example, we investigated whether practice effects were
a confounding factor [110] by analyzing residual variance. Moreover, we demonstrated that by requiring

that residual variance be uncorrelated, the testability
of the proposed model is enhanced. In [46], we used
PCA to identify the factor structure of multiple scales,
but we did not investigate whether residual variance
between indicators for each factor was uncorrelated.
In [48], we showed that the meaning of a construct
can easily change as a result of variations in operationalizations. In the present study, we extended this
work to include empirical testing of whether operationalizations internally are mutually consistent and
derivable expectations from theory are met. By using
a convergent-divergent perspective [29], we showed
that the closer the variables were to programming
skill, the higher was the correlation.
The validity of empirical studies in software engineering may be improved by using the instrument
to select subjects for a study, assign subjects to treatments, and analyze the results. When selecting subjects for a study, one should take into account that
the usefulness of a technology may depend on the
skill of the user [18]. For example, representativity is a
problem when students are used in studies for which
one wishes to generalize the results to (a category
of) professional developers [112]. The instrument can
be used to select a sample with certain skill levels.
For example, the instrument was used to select developers with medium to high programming skills in
a multiple-case study [115].
When assigning subjects to treatments, a challenge
is to ensure that the treatment groups are equal or
similar with respect to skill. A threat to internal validity is present when skill level is confounded with the
effect of the treatments. In experiments with a large
sample size, one typically uses random allocation to
achieve similar skill groups. However, in software
engineering experiments, the average sample size of
subjects is 30 [114] and the variability is usually large.
Even in an experiment with random allocation of
65 subjects, we found an effect (although small) in
the difference in skill [18]. By using the instrument for
assigning subjects to equally skilled pairs (instead of
groups), more statistically powerful tests can be used,
which in turn reduces threats to statistical conclusion
validity [47], [108].
Quasi-experiments are experiments without random allocation of subjects to treatments. Randomization is not always desirable or possible; for example, “the costs of teaching professionals all the
treatment conditions (different technologies) so that
they can apply them in a meaningful way may be
prohibitive” [73, p. 72]. To adjust for possible differences in skill level between treatments groups, and
thus to reduce threats to internal validity, a measure
of skill provided by the instrument may be used as a
covariate in the analysis of the results.
Similar to controlling for the level of skill, the
instrument may also be used to control for task
difficulty in software engineering experiments. Task
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difficulty may both be a confounding factor and a
factor across which it may be difficult to generalize
the results. For example, in an experiment on pair programming with junior, intermediate and senior Java
consultants [10], pair programming was beneficial for
the intermediate consultants on the difficult tasks. On
the easy tasks, there was no positive effect.
6.3

Implications for Practice

According to [32], job performance consists of eight
major components. One of them concerns job-specific
task proficiency, which is “the degree to which the individual can perform the core substantive or technical
tasks that are central to the job” [32, p. 46]. In a metaanalysis with over 32,000 employees [104], work sample tests had the highest correlation with job performance (0.54), followed by tests of intelligence (0.51),
job knowledge (0.48), and job experience (0.18). A
benefit of work sample tests is that they possess a
high degree of realism and thus appear more valid
to the individual taking the test, see generally [25].
However, they are more costly to develop and score
and more time-consuming to administer [74]. Like a
work sample test, our instrument uses actual performance on tasks as the basis for inferring job-specific
task proficiency in the area of programming and,
consequently, would be useful for recruiting or project
allocation.
Work samples and our instrument may complement
each other. Work sample tests may include programming tasks that are tailored for a highly specific job.
The result an individual receives on a work sample
test may be a composite of many factors, such as
domain-specific or system-specific knowledge. In contrast to most work-sample tests, as well as other practical programming tests used in-house in a recruiting
situation, our instrument aims to provide a measure
of programming skill based on a scientific definition
of measurement, that is, the claim that “something is
measured” can be falsified. Furthermore, the construction of the instrument is theory-driven and the validation has been performed according to the aspects
as reported above.
Many other criteria than correlations are involved
when comparing alternative predictors of job-specific
task proficiency. For example, work sample tests may
require relevant work experience to be applicable in
a concrete setting [104]. Time is also an important
factor: Grades from education or work experience
can be inspected within minutes, standardized tests
of intelligence or programming knowledge may be
administered within an hour, and the use of standardized work samples, or our instrument, may require a
day. For example, exploratory work on a model for
assessing programming experience based on a questionnaire that can be quickly administered is outlined
in [57].

If we had had only one hour available, time would
allow the use of a couple of tasks that fit the model
well and (combined) have a good span in task difficulty. We chose Tasks 9 and 12 in Table 7 to be used
as a one-hour version of the instrument. Although the
measurement precision of the instrument is greatly
reduced by having only 2 tasks to measure skill
instead of 12, the validity of the instrument should
be unaffected because all the tasks still measure “the
same.” When calculating programming skill based
solely on those two tasks, the instrument was still
as good as the knowledge test (which took approximately one hour to complete) in predicting programming performance (cf. Fig. 8). Consequently, the instrument requires more time to predict programming
performance better than the alternatives. Therefore,
future work includes ways to retain the reliability and
validity of the instrument while reducing the time
needed to administer it.
As determined by the scope we defined, the instrument’s measure of programming skill is independent of knowledge of a specific application domain,
software technology, and the concrete implementation
of a system. A developer with extensive knowledge
in any of these areas may perform better on a new
task within any of these areas than a developer with
higher programming skill but with less knowledge
in these areas. Creating a tailored version of the
instrument that combines programming skill with
specific knowledge within one or more of these areas
would require access to experts within each field that
must assist in the construction of new tasks for the
instrument. A pragmatic alternative to creating such
a tailored instrument, which must follow the steps
outlined in this paper, is to use our instrument for
measuring programming skill and combine it with
knowledge tests for a given domain, technology or
implementation.
Furthermore, the instrument appears to be best
for testing medium to highly skilled developers. To
make the instrument more suitable for less skilled
developers, one would need easier tasks. However, it
is a challenge to create an easy task that at the same
time resembles an industrial problem. In an industrial
system, even an apparently easy change of code may
have unintended consequences. Thus, making a small
change may require an understanding of a wider part
of the system, which in turn makes the task more
difficult to solve than originally indented.
The description of the tasks of the present instrument is language independent. The program code for
each task is written in Java but can easily be translated
into other object-oriented languages. Tailoring the
instrument to non-object-oriented languages would
be more challenging, because what is considered a
high-quality solution might differ between language
paradigms. Concerning the test infrastructure, automatic test cases would generally be easy to translate
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into new programming languages, even though it
would be easier to modify the instrument to support
languages that can use the Java virtual machine. Note
that any major changes to the instrument due to
tailoring will require a new sample of developers to be
used to calibrate new task difficulty parameters. We
also recommend that difficulty parameters are verified
even though only minor changes to the instrument are
present, for example, if the tasks are translated into
another object-oriented language.
6.4

Limitations

The sample size of 65 subjects in this study is low. An
ideal sample size for the polytomous Rasch model is
around 250 subjects [84], even though authoritative
work on Rasch modelling has previously been conducted on a sample size similar to ours (see [130]). An
increased sample size would have resulted in lower
standard errors of measurement in the estimated skill
and difficulty parameters (the parameters are shown
in Figs. 4 and 5). Increased measurement precision
due to larger sample size would have enabled the
detection of more cases of statistically significant differences in skill level between developers.
Four of the twelve tasks in the final instrument
required manual evaluation of quality, which was
performed only by the first author. To reduce the
likelihood of bias, we used non-subjective scoring
rubrics (see Section 3.3). Still, multiple raters would
have increased confidence in results.
In the validation process, the three debugging tasks
were excluded because they contributed negatively to
unidimensionality, even though the contribution was
small. We do not know whether the negative contribution to unidimensionality is because debugging represents something slightly different than “programming”, as we defined it, or because these three tasks
were atypical. For example, all the tasks were small,
had short time limits, and represented an “insight
problem” [107]; that is, one struggles for some time
until one obtains the insight needed to solve the problem. In practice, however, there are virtually no differences: The correlation between programming skill as
measured by the instrument with the debugging tasks
present (15 tasks) and programming skill as measured
by the instrument without the debugging tasks (12
tasks) present was r = 0.995.
Finally, we do not know to what extent the response
processes used when solving the tasks of the instrument were representative of real-world programming.
This limitation could have been addressed by comparing think-aloud protocols [2] from industry programming tasks with our instrument tasks. However,
we have previously found that such methods are
intrusive [76] and therefore would have been a serious
threat to the internal validity of the instrument if used
during instrument construction.

6.5

Future Work

In addition to addressing the limitations just described, this work yields several directions for future
work. One topic is how much developers differ in
their programming performance [41], [45], [66], [100].
The standard deviation of skill in our sample of
developers was 1.30 logits. To illustrate this variability,
if two developers are drawn from this sample at
random, one of the developers would display better
programming performance than the other one in
almost 4 out of 5 programming tasks on average.5 The
instrument is used at present in an industrial context,
which gives us an opportunity for studying variability
in programming skill across various populations of
subjects and tasks.
We would also like to increase the understanding
of the conditions that are required to achieve high
skill levels. For example, to what extent is experience
important to achieve a high skill level? In our sample,
skill and experience covaried for the first four years of
experience. Additional experience was not associated
with higher skill level on average. However, the variability in skill level increased for those with extensive
experience. A deeper analysis of these data is needed.
In particular, we would like to contrast our data with
the 10,000 hours of deliberate practice required to
reach the highest levels of expert performance, as
stated in [54].
The use of the instrument in research and industry
will make the tasks known to a wider audience over
time, which, in turn, will reduce the usefulness of the
instrument. Therefore, it is important that new tasks
are continuously being developed and calibrated to be
included in the instrument. Thus, in the future, new
tasks will be used to measure skill the same way as
do the 12 existing tasks today.
To make the instrument more attractive for industrial use, we aim to reduce the time needed to measure
skill while retaining precision. A benefit of the Rasch
model is that it facilitates computer adaptive testing,
which means that the difficulty of the next task given
to the subject depends on the score of the previous
task. This procedure maximizes measurement precision, thereby reducing the number of tasks required.
The use of our instrument in an industrial setting
also gives us an opportunity for investigating how
measures of programming skill complement experience, education, peer-ratings, and other indicators as
predictors of job performance.

7

C ONCLUSION

We constructed an instrument that measures skill
by using performance on a set of programming
5. Our observed variability in skill, 1.3 logits, equals an odds ratio
of e1.3 = 3.7; that is, the more skilled developer of the pair would
perform better with odds of 3.7:1, which is 3.7 out of 4.7 tasks.
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tasks. From a theoretical perspective, the combination of theory-driven research and a strict definition
of measurement enabled rigorous empirical testing
of the validity of the instrument. From a practical
perspective, the instrument is useful for identifying
professional programmers who have the capacity to
develop systems of high quality in a short time.
This instrument for measuring programming skill is
already being used as the basis for new prototypes
and for further data collection, in collaboration with
industry.
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